UC-188 GTRI IT Dashboard – Project 7, Group 2
Results – Our Application

Abstract
This project lays the foundation for continued collaboration of future students
to build an open-source IT Dashboard through our sponsor at the Georgia
Tech Research Institute. The goal is to work towards a functional dashboard
that incorporates a complete toolkit for the management of day-to-day IT
needs. Any company or individual should be able to obtain a copy of our
project and format it to fit their needs. Our MIT License of the project will fall in
line with these goals.

User Login Page: Designed to allow
users to access the system after the
system administrators have set up
their account for login credentials and
permissions/restrictions.

Introduction
Our team researched components for a complete tech stack. Then we began
designing a web application and building these items into a functional
platform that met the goals of our sponsor at GTRI:
• Outline basic framework of the web application
• Determine proper licensing model
• Ability to support future tools and development

Deliverables
• Milestone 1: Research Report
✓ Resource Collection
✓ Compare Available Technologies
✓ Justify Languages and Base Libraries
Deliverable: Milestone 1 Research Report & Presentation
• Milestone 2: Application Design
✓ Design Database
✓ Licensing Model
✓ Logical Design
✓ Learning Coding Framework
✓ App Development
✓ Design User Interface
Deliverable: Milestone 2 Report & Presentation (Wireframe Designs)
• Milestone 3: Testing & Implementation
✓ Hosting and Development of App
✓ Ideas for Initial Tools
✓ Testing & Troubleshooting
Deliverable: Milestone 3 Report & Presentation

Licensing
*According to our MIT License,
new development must include
our original MIT Licensing code
file. Our team is released from
liability of any future users or
companies that choose to utilize
our code files.

Under our MIT License, all
future developers of our
code can:
• Distribute
• Develop under a stricter
license if they choose to
• Customize and Sell their
own edited copy

Conclusions/Project Merit
Every phase of this project was designed to keep sponsor goals in mind. We
have created a well-designed IT Management Dashboard that can be developed
by other students to benefit smaller organizations and startup companies for
free. We hope that future student Capstone projects can pick up where we leave
off and contribute their own ideas into an advanced solution that include some
things, we did not have the time to finish during this semester.

IT Dashboard Homepage: This is
where companies will provide
statistics that they can personally
cater to their needs. Also, from this
page a user can navigate directly to
whichever tools are implemented in
the system.

Future Project Work
This project was designed with further development in mind. It is expected that
future students will be able pull our code and add in the following items:
• Improved App Security • License Tracking
• Ticket Management
• Help Page
• Customer Support Page • Onboarding Page

Contact Information
User’s Page: This page will be used
to add users into the database.
Users with permissions to use this
page will also be able to edit data
and delete users as well.

Team Member
Jacob Hooker
Sam Kharel
Robert Raheja
Sky Kim
Kyle Hoganson

Email
jhooker3@students.kennesaw.edu
skharel@students.kennesaw.edu
rraheja@students.kennesaw.edu
skim148@students.kennesaw.edu
khogans1@students.kennesaw.edu

Sponsor Affiliation

Our Tech Stack
GitHub: code repository and hosting; allows members to collaborate
on code files and store, track, distribute versions of code.

The Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) was our
sponsor for this project. GTRI is a nonprofit applied
research division of the Georgia Institute of Technology.
GTRI’s Mission
• Enhance State of Georgia economic development.
• Serve National Security.
• Improve the human condition.
• Educate future technology leaders.

Source Code

Heroku: Platform as a service; hosts, runs, builds, operates,
maintains application entirely o the cloud; scalable and flexible
JavaScript: Scripting language allows for dynamically updating
contents, works well for project scope and popular among
developers
React: Open-source library used to design and build interactive
webpage through simple libraries and APIs. Faster development,
popularity (lots of documentations), and large community backing.

Users Page Code

Links
Project Information Page: https://sites.google.com/view/gtriitdashboard/home
IT Management Dashboard: https://gtri-it-dashboard.herokuapp.com/
GTRI Homepage: https://gtri.gatech.edu/
KSU Homepage: https://www.kennesaw.edu/

NextJS: hybrid server-side rendering (SSR), static site generation
(SSG), automatic code splitting/bundling, built-in CSS support
Prisma: easy to configure databases for new and experienced SQL
developers, easy migrations, works well with the most popular
frameworks
*For all components of our tech stack, we considered not only how
well they would mesh with one another, their ability to fir within the
open-source license we were trying to choose, their ease of use, and
how much available support could be found to help new developers.
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Please refer to our Research Report on our project presentation website for a
complete listing of all sources we used to progress through this project.
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